L’Olio 100%

Solvent free mono coat hardwax oil for wooden floors
L'Olio 100% is a ready to use high solid blend of natural and hard wax oils that colours and finishes
your indoor wood surfaces in one single coat. Perfect for finishing high traffic floors, stairs, table and
counter tops, furniture and wood millwork. It is suitable for application on site or industrially. It is
solvent free, easy to apply and gives a warm and rich effect to the wood in a single coat. It does not
contain drying compounds based of lead or cobalt for a major safety; the product has good drying
time and guarantees high protection against water and standard household products.
Available neutral and in 30 intermixible colours.

Varnishes &
Finishing

L’Olio 100%

Technical data at 20°C – 60% R.U.
Aspect

Liquid

Density

0,950 – 0,990 kg/l

Viscosity

60 – 70” Ford n° 4

Spreading

Within 15 – 20 minutes

Touch dry

6 – 8 hours

Polishing

24 hours

Yield

35 – 40 m2/litre

Application temperature

> 10 °C

Storage

12 months in original packing at T >10 °C

VOC content

35 g/l

Tool cleaningi

Immediately after use with Diluente RMD/91 or Green
Cleaner

Available packaging

25ml, 100ml, 1L & 2,5L for the neutral
100ml, 1L for the coloured version

Application Instructions
Tables/Countertops/Furniture
1. Sand the wood in proper progression (60-80-100/120) with the last grit to be used for
final sanding of 100-120 (sanding too fine will prevent the oil from absorbing into the
wood completely)
2. Clean the surface with a brush, vacuum or a slightly damped tack cloth to remove any
remaining sanding dust. The wood surface can then be "water-popped" too open the
grain up and allow for deeper colour and oil penetration. Allow the wood to dry
completely.
3. Mix the L’Olio 100% before use adding the Oil Linker at 10%. Colour and drying time
remain unchanged. The mix has a pot life of about 8 hours.
4. Apply a small quantity of L'Olio100% spreading it with flexible trowel, spatula or with
white, red or beige buffing pad to spread it evenly.
5. A final buffing/wiping of the entire surface with new white buffing pad or cotton cloth,
leaving a non-sticky surface with no oil film. See drying times above.

Certifications

Maintenance
Immediately after the application it is possible to apply the water-proofing agent I.R.O to
improve water resistance if desired.

Varnishes &
Finishing

We recommend to wait at least 20 days after the application before doing any wet
cleaning or maintenance. Simply vacuum or dry dust mop.
For the cleaning of floors treated with L’Olio 100% we suggest to use our Deteroil
coconut soap. To revive the surface periodically Tover Lux liquid wax in water
emulsion can be applied by damp mop to rejuvenate the floor. Lux is available in
semi-glossy, matte and white. As an alternative you can use I.R.O.

L’Olio 100%

Repair
To repair scratches and small worn areas use the same oil used for the finishing.
Wash the floor with Deteroil. Slightly sand the area to be repaired with the same
abrasive paper and apply a very thin coat of oil with a cloth. The same sanding grit
(and water popping) as orginally used will uniformly blend the coloured oils. Wipe the oil
dry as above.

Notes
Do not apply L’Olio 100% on previous lacquers, nitro sealers or any other sealing
treatment.
DO NOT EXCEED the recommended quantity, as the finish would be weaker and
sticky.
Woods containing oils like teak, iroko or olive tree, resinous woods could significantly
slow down the drying, even of several days. Also high humidity content, low
temperatures are factors of drying slowing down.
When you use the coloured version, always proceed to make a test on a small
area to evaluate the final effect.

Certifications

Safety norms
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY. Strictly respect the information reported on the
label and consult the safety data sheet before using the product.
Cloths and sponges soaked of product might catch fire through self-combustion.
After use, wet them with a lot of water, let them dry and dispose them in accordance
with local in force regulations.

Waste disposal
Dispose the unused product and empty containers in accordance with local
regulations.

The information reported in present
technical data sheet are for guidance
only and they do not hold our
responsibility. Adapt the use of our
products to the environmental
conditions and materials to be treated.
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